Laserglow Product Datasheet
Tripod

Laserglow Part Number: ATP006XXX
Similar Products:
For information about the other lasers in this product family visit:
http://www.laserglow.com/ATP

Ordering:
Order Online Now or Request Quote:
http://www.laserglow.com/ATP006XXX

Series Specifications:
Nominal Wavelength 0 nm
Output Type
Laser Source Type

Overview:
These tabletop tripods are compact, adjustable, and perfect for stable hands-free operation of a battery-operated laser. The standard 1/4-20 threading
(the same as any other camera tripod) allows for attachment to our GlowMount tripod adapter which is suitable for the Galileo, Aries, Hercules, Orion,
Vega, or Scorpius lasers. It even attaches directly to any of our Brightline Series alignment lasers. The tripods fold up for easy storage or travel, and
when fully extended they offer a stable platform so your laser beam will stay fixed on target at any range.
Key Features:
Adjustable height and stance.
Tested for balance and stability with all of our portable lasers.
Folds up for storage or travel, much smaller than a conventional camera tripod.

Use with the GlowMount Tripod Adapter (for portable lasers), or attach directly to any Brightline Series alignment laser.

Specifications:
This spec sheet has been generated specifically for part number ATP006XXX, per your request, and data for the entire series is also displayed for your
reference. The specs which are specific to ATP006XXX have been highlighted below in red + bold.

CW: All specifications are based on performance at full output power and after the specified warmup period. Output characteristics may change if the
laser is run at a different power level.
Q-Switched: Specifications are based on the laser pulsing at the specified design frequency. Output characteristics may change if the laser is run at a
different frequency.

Accessories:
The most popular accessories for model ATP006XXX are shown below. For additional details regarding these or other accessories please see our
website or contact us directly.

Part Number

Description

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
LASERGLOW TECHNOLOGIES
99 Ingram Dr. Unit B, North York, ON, Canada M6M2L7
Tel. (416) 729-7976 Fax (716) 322-3510
sales@laserglow.com www.laserglow.com
E&OE: Data included in this sheet may be subject to change without notice.
Please confirm critical specifications with our staff prior to ordering.

